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1 A motorcycle rides on the vertical walls around the perimeter of a large circular room. Thefriction coefficient between the motorcycle tires and the walls is µ. How does the minimum
µ needed to prevent the motorcycle from slipping downwards change with the motorcycle’sspeed, s? (A)µ ∝ s0 (B)µ ∝ s− 1

2 (C)µ ∝ s−1 (D)µ ∝ s−2 (E)none of these
2 2) A mass m hangs from a massless spring connected to the roof of a box of mass M . Whenthe box is held stationary, the massspring system oscillates vertically with angular frequency

ω. If the box is dropped and falls freely under gravity, how will the angular frequency change?
A) ω will be unchangedB) ω will increaseC) ω will decreaseD) Oscillations are impossible under these conditions.E) ω will either increase or decrease depending on the values of M and m.

3 A ball of radius R and mass m is magically put inside a thin shell of the same mass and radius2R. The system is at rest on a horizontal frictionless surface initially. When the ball is, againmagically, released inside the shell, it sloshes around in the shell and eventually stops at thebottom of the shell. How far does the shell move from its initial contact point with the surface?
(A)R (B)R2 (C)R4 (D)3R8 (E)R8

4 Several identical cars are standing at a red light on a one-lane road, one behind the other, withnegligible (and equal) distance between adjacent cars. When the green light comes up, thefirst car takes off to the right with constant acceleration. The driver in the second car reactsand does the same 0.2 s later. The third driver starts moving 0.2 s after the second one andso on. All cars accelerate until they reach the speed limit of 45 km/hr, after which they moveto the right at a constant speed. Consider the following patterns of cars.
Just before the first car starts accelerating to the right, the car pattern will qualitatively look likethe pattern in I. After that, the pattern will qualitatively evolve according to which of the follow-ing? (A)first I, then II, and then III (B)first I, then II, and then IV (C)first I, and then IV, with neither II nor III as an intermediate stage
(D)first I, and then II (E)first I, and then III

5 5) A projectile is launched with speed v0 off the edge of a cliff of height h, at an angle θ abovethe horizontal. Air friction is negligible. To maximize the horizontal range of the projectile, θshould satisfy which of the following?
A) 45◦ < θ < 90◦
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B) θ = 45◦C) 0◦ < θ < 45◦D) θ = 0◦E) 0◦ < θ < 45◦ or 45◦ < θ < 90◦ depending on the values of h and v0.

6 6) In the mobile below, the two cross beams and the seven supporting strings are all massless.The hanging objects are M1 = 400g, M2 = 200g, and M4 = 500g. What is the value of M3 forthe system to be in static equilibrium?
A) 300 gB) 400 gC) 500 gD) 600 gE) 700 g

7 7) A train, originally of mass M , is traveling on a frictionless straight horizontal track withconstant speed v. Snow starts to fall vertically and sticks to the train at a rate of ρ, where ρhas units of kilograms per second. The train’s engine keeps the train moving at constant speed
v as snow accumulates on the train.
What is the rate at which the kinetic energy of the train and snow increases?
A) 0
B) Mgv

C) 1
2Mv2

D) 1
2pv

2

E) ρv2
8 8) A train, originally of mass M , is traveling on a frictionless straight horizontal track withconstant speed v. Snow starts to fall vertically and sticks to the train at a rate of ρ, where ρhas units of kilograms per second. The train’s engine keeps the train moving at constant speed

v as snow accumulates on the train.
What is the minimum power required from the engine to keep the train traveling at a constantspeed v?
A) 0
B) Mgv

C) 1
2Mv2

D) 1
2pv

2

E) ρv2
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9 Flasks A, B, and C each have a circular base with a radius of 2 cm. An equal volume of water ispoured into each flask, and none overflow. Rank the force of water F on the base of the flaskfrom greatest to least.

A) FA > FB > FCB) FA > FC > FBC) FB > FC > FAD) FC > FA > FBE) FA = FB = FC

10 10) The handle of a gallon of milk is plugged by a manufacturing defect. After removing thecap and pouring out some milk, the level of milk in the main part of the jug is lower than in thehandle, as shown in the figure. Which statement is true of the gauge pressure P of the milk atthe bottom of the jug? ρ is the density of the milk.
A) P = ρghB) P = ρgHC) ρgH < P < ρghD) P > ρghE) P < ρgH

11 A small hard solid sphere of mass m and negligible radius is connected to a thin rod of lengthL andmass 2m. A second small hard solid sphere, of mass M and negligible radius, is fired perpen-dicularlyat the rod at a distance h above the sphere attached to the rod, and sticks to it.A: h = 0B: h = L/3C: h = L/2D: h = LE: Any L will work
12 A small hard solid sphere of mass m and negligible radius is connected to a thin rod of lengthL and mass 2m. A second small hard solid sphere, of mass M and negligible radius, is firedperpendicularly at the rod at a distance h above the sphere attached to the rod, and sticks toit.

In order for the rod not to rotate after the collision, the second sphere should have a mass Mgiven by which of the following?
(A)M = m (B)M = 1.5m (C)M = 2m (D)M = 3m (E)Any mass M will work

13 13) A massless rope passes over a frictionless pulley. Particles of mass M and M + m are
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suspended from the two different ends of the rope. If m = 0, the tension T in the pulley ropeis Mg. If instead the value m increases to infinity, the value of the tension does which of thefollowing?
A) stays constantB) decreases, approaching a nonzero constantC) decreases, approaching zeroD) increases, approaching a finite constantE) increases to infinity

14 An object starting from rest can roll without slipping down an incline.
Which of the following four objects, each with mass M and radius R, would have the largestacceleration down the incline?
A) a uniform solid sphereB) a uniform solid diskC) a hollow spherical shellD) a hoopE) All objects would have the same acceleration.

15 An object starting from rest can roll without slipping down an incline.Which of the following four objects, each a uniform solid sphere released from rest, wouldhave the largest speed after the center of mass has moved through a vertical distance h?
(A)a sphere of mass M and radius R (B)a sphere of mass 2M and radiusR2
(C)a sphere of mass M

2 and radius 2R (D)a sphere of mass 3M and radius 3R (E)All objects would have the same speed

16 A rod moves freely between the horizontal floor and the slanted wall. When the end in contactwiththe floor is moving at v, what is the speed of the end in contact with the wall? (A)v sin θ
cos(α−θ)

(B)v sin(α−θ)
cos(α+θ)

(C)v cos(α−θ)
sin(α+θ)

(D)v cos(θ)
cos(α−θ)

(E)v sin(θ)
cos(α+θ)

17 17) An object is thrown directly downward from the top of a 180-meter-tall building. It takes1.0 seconds for the object to fall the last 60 meters. With what initial downward speed wasthe object thrown from the roof?
A) 15 m/s
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B) 25 m/sC) 35 m/sD) 55 m/sE) insufficient information

18 A uniform disk is being pulled by a force F through a string attached to its center of mass.Assumethat the disk is rolling smoothly without slipping. At a certain instant of time, in which regionof thedisk (if any) is there a point moving with zero total acceleration?A Region IB Region IIC Region IIID Region IVE All points on the disk have a nonzero acceleration
19 19) A puck is kicked up a ramp, which makes an angle of 30◦ with the horizontal. The graphbelow depicts the speed of the puck versus time. What is the coefficient of friction betweenthe puck and the ramp?

A) 0.07B) 0.15C) 0.22D) 0.29E) 0.37
20 20) A particle of mass m moving at speed v0 collides with a particle of mass M which is origi-nally at rest. The fractional momentum transfer f is the absolute value of the final momentumof M divided by the initial momentum of m.

If the collision is completely inelastic under what condition will the fractional momentumtransfer between the two objects be a maximum?
A) m

M � 1

B) 0.5 < m
M < 1

C) m =M

D) 1 < m
M < 2

E) m
M � 1

21 21) A particle of mass m moving at speed v0 collides with a particle of mass M which is origi-nally at rest. The fractional momentum transfer f is the absolute value of the final momentumof M divided by the initial momentum of m.
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If the collision is perfectly elastic, what is the maximum possible fractional momentum trans-fer, fmax?
A) 0 < fmax <

1
2

B) fmax = 1
2

C) 1
2 < fmax <

3
2

D) fmax = 2

E) fmax ≥ 3

22 22) A particle of mass m moving at speed v0 collides with a particle of mass M which is origi-nally at rest. The fractional momentum transfer f is the absolute value of the final momentumof M divided by the initial momentum of m.
The fractional energy transfer is the absolute value of the final kinetic energy of M divided bythe initial kinetic energy of m.
If the collision is perfectly elastic, under what condition will the fractional energy transfer be-tween the two objects be a maximum?
A) m

M � 1

B) 0.5 < m
M < 1

C) m =M

D) 1 < m
M < 2

E) m
M � 1

23 23) A spring has a length of 1.0 meter when there is no tension on it. The spring is thenstretched between two points 10 meters apart. A wave pulse travels between the two endpoints in the spring in a time of 1.0 seconds. The spring is now stretched between two pointsthat are 20 meters apart. The new time it takes for a wave pulse to travel between the ends ofthe spring is closest to which of the following?
A) 0.5 secondsB) 0.7 secondsC) 1 secondD) 1.4 secondsE) 2 seconds

24 24) A ball of mass m moving at speed v collides with a massless spring of spring constant
k mounted on a stationary box of mass M in free space. No mechanical energy is lost in thecollision. If the system does not rotate, what is the maximum compression x of the spring?
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A) x = v

√
mM

(m+M)k

B) x = v
√

m
k

C) x = v
√

M
k

D) x = v
√

m+M
k

E) x = v

√
(m+M)3

mMk

25 25) A planet orbits around a star S, as shown in the figure. The semi-major axis of the orbit isa. The perigee, namely the shortest distance between the planet and the star is 0.5a. Whenthe planet passes point P (on the line through the star and perpendicular to the major axis),its speed is v1. What is its speed v2 when it passes the perigee?
A) v2 = 3√

5
v1

B) v2 = 3√
7
v1

C) v2 = 2√
3
v1

D) v2 = √
7√
3
v1

E) v2 = 4v1
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